Grading Sheet for High/Low Islands Comparison Essay

Student ____________________________

Total points out of 26 /

____ Intro fact or quote
____ Main idea of differences between high and low islands
____ Thesis statement

____ Intro to high islands
____ Main idea of high islands
____ Physical characteristics
____ Human characteristics
____ Pop settlement w/ connection to phys/ human characteristics
____ Demographics w/ connection to phys/ human characteristics
____ Econ activities w/ connection to phys/ human characteristics
____ Conclusion/ transition

____ Intro to low islands
____ Main idea about low islands
____ Physical characteristics
____ Human characteristics
____ Pop settlement w/ connection to phys/ human characteristics
____ Demographics w/ connection to phys/ human characteristics
____ Econ activities w/ connection to phys/ human characteristics
____ Conclusion

____ Restate thesis
____ Restate main ideas
____ Concluding statement

____ Name and period on paper

Spelling: very bad not too bad pretty darn good perfect
(give a few examples here or tally errors)

Grammar: very bad not too bad pretty darn good perfect

Punctuation: very bad not too bad pretty darn good perfect